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Water as important geoecological resource for the strategy of humanity’s survival

In conditions of continued decrease in induction of the Earth magnetic field, reduction of its buffering properties and 
corresponding increase in access of solar corpuscular energy flows to biosphere, the problem of surviving of humanity and 

biotechnological protection of all living on our planet is becoming one of the most actual concerns. The aim of the study was 
development and approbation of effective non-medicinal helioprotective means on the base of drinking water, widely available 
to the population of different countries. As a result of scientific research in 2007-2016 such remedy was found–it is water, 
which has passed a special technological processing in the installations with weakening of the magnetic field of the Earth many 
times (patent of RF № 2342149) (photos 1,2). It has been shown that drinking water «HELIOSTAR», after its exposure in these 
conditions, acquires the most important qualities of helio-magneto-geroprotector, when a new structured water systems of 
an organism appear to be able to change the character of dependence of biothermodynamic processes, estimated by the ratio 
of stable isotopes of carbon (13C/12C) in the tissues on the intensity of many heliogeophysical factors and thus reduce the 
rate of aging of an organism. At taking drinking water, processed in the “open space”, the vector of associations (correlations) 
of the functional activity of the various systems of plants, animals and human beings with many dangerous to life and health 
heliogeophysical factors is also positively changing. Thus the range of new technologies of preventive medicine is replenished 
by effective non-medicinal helio-heroprotective means, which can reduce helio-dependence of an organism, risks of many 
heliodependent diseases and rapid speed of human aging. Resource of new type of drinking water should become one of 
the main elements of the global system of geoecological life-supporting and survival of humanity at modern conditions of 
cosmoplanetary changes.
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